Error when a Student Views a Test/Quiz Attempt in *My Grades*

**Date Published:** Jan 15, 2015  
**Article No.:** 000034660  
**Product:** Blackboard Learn  
**Release:** 9.1 SP 13

**Issue Description:** An error is displayed to students when viewing an assessment attempt in My Grades when *All Answers* is selected in Editing the Test Options Section *Show Test Results and Feedback to Students*, in the *Answers* section.

**Steps to Replicate:**  
1. Login to Blackboard as a *Student*  
2. Access a course with a completed quiz  
3. Click *My Grades*  
4. View attempt for completed quiz

**Expected Behavior:**  
The attempt opens.

**Observed Behavior:**  
An ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is displayed.

**Resolution/Workaround:** Edit the test options and,  
in Section *Show Test Results and Feedback to Students*,  
in the *Answers* section,  
select *Correct, Submitted, or All 3 (All Answers, Correct, and Submitted)*.  
Since the error occurs only when *All Answers* is selected, deselecting it or selecting the other 3 options will allow the results to display normally.
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